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PACS 05 30Fk - Fermion systems and electron gas 
PACS 73 40Hm- Quantum Hall effect (includ~ng fract~onal) 
PACS 71 45-d - Collect~ve effects 

Abstract. - The hypernetted-chain theory IS appl~ed to study the fractional quantum Hall 
effect w~th the Laughlin wave funct~ons A new method is proposed to Include the effect of the 
elementary diagrams, which improves upon the commonly used mod~fied hypernetted-chain a p  
prox~mat~on The correlation energy, the pair distribution function, as well as the magnetoroton 
excitation spectrum have been computed within th~s  method The results obtained are In very 
good agreement w~th the available Monte Carlo est~mates The method is generahzable to treat 
other wave functions, like those corresponding to the h~erarch~cal states or those of composite 
fermion type 

The fractional quantum EIall effect (FQHE) [l] 1s one of the rnost remarkable many- 
body phenomena discovered in recent years [2]-[4] It  occurs in a tu.o-dimensional electronic 
system 111 the extreme quantum llmlt of strong perpendicular magnetic field (B > 5T), low 
temperature (T < 2 K) and high moblllty of electrons ( p  > 105 cm2/vs) The nlagnetic field 
s so strong that rnixlng of Landau levels by disorder or by electron-electron lnteraction a 
a very weak perturbation Due to the absence of an energy scale, like the bandwidth of a 
perlodlc solld or the Ferm~ energy of an electron hquid in the absence of magnetic field, the 
Coulomb Interaction Induces such strong correlations amongst the electrons that cannot be 
accounted for in a pertlirbative way. It  has been show11 that these correlations are very well 
approxlmxted by Jastrow factors, similarly to the case of hqnld 4 ~ e  and 3 ~ e  

Integral eq~iatlorl teclmiques, such as hypernetted chain (HNC) for bosons or Fermi hyper- 
netted chain (FHNC) for fermions, allow for realistic evaluations of the d~str~bution functions 
and related quantities for Jastrow correlated wave fu~lctions In fact, they are particularly 
useful when calculations must be perfor~ned strlctly in the thermodynamic llrnit. They have 
been extensively and successfully used in the study of quantum liquids. HNC theory has also 
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been atloptecl in the study of the FQHE, to evaluate the pair distribution function for the 
variational wave function proposed by Laiighl~n [5] 

where m is an odd number. Here z3 is the complex coordinate zJ = xs, +?g, and l. = m 
is the magnetic length Thls wave function describes a translationally invariant incompressible 
liquid a t  a density p = 1/(27rmli), corrcspo~ldlng to a lowest Landau-level filling fx tor  
v = l /m  

It is well kriown that the (F)HNC techniques are intri~lsically approx~mated because there 
is a set of cluster terms (corresponding to the so-called elementary dzagrarns) whlch cannot 
tje fiilly included in any closed form. Wherew the approxlmat~on of totally neglecting these 
terms ((F)HNC/O) leads to rel~able results for the ground-state energies, realistic evalliat~ons of 
other quantities, like for instance the pair d~stributlon function or the mapetoroton spectrum, 
requlre better approx~mations Therefore, it is important to find numerical procedures to 
include efficiently the main contributions from the elementary diagrams 

In this paper we propose a new scalzng procedure for the inclus~on of elementary diagrams 
111 (F)HNC calciilations to be uscd in the study of the FQHE, and me apply ~t to t he case of 
the Laughlin wave fuxlction of rq (1) 

The modulus square of the wave fu~lctlon can be viewed as n product of a Jastro~v factor 
times a smgl+particle term, namely 

where 

and 

exp [-r2/21;4] 
+2(r) P O ( ~ )  = 2;d,j 

Us111g the HNC theory, one can cspress the pair functlori g(7.) as a series of clmter terms, 
nssoc~ated with llnked d~agrar~is The dlffererice with rcspcct to the case of the standard 
.Jastrow wave function, in wlllch the single-particle ter~li 1s not present, is that the di,tgrams 
are not irredlicible ;tnd each vertex brings the ~~nrorrelated one-body density po(r) as a vertex 
correction It has been proved [G]  that such a series can be r ec~s t  ~ n t o  a serles of irreducible 
dlagranis with the full one-body density p(r) being the vertex correction Since the fill1 dens~ty 
IS a constant, then the HNC equat~ons for the palr function are exactly the same as for a Jastrow 
wave function without the single-part~cle term and at  density p = 1/(2nrnl;). 

The pan distr~bution funct~on is expressed m terms of the functions N(r,,) and E(r,), 
which glve the sum of the chazn and elementary diagrams, respect~vely, namely 

where the funct~on N(r )  satisfies the following convolution equation. 



Fig 1 - Lowest-order elementary functron E4(r) for states v = !j (solld) and v = 2 (dashed) compared 
to the exnct E(r)  for the state v = 1 (dotted) 
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Fig 2 - Comparison of the pair distribution functlon g(r) obtained wit11 HNC10 (dashed), HNC/s 
(solid) and the best rVIC data fitting, after Glrvin et a1 ref [l01 (dotted), for the LaughIin states v = 
and v = 1 5 
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is the functlon whlch sums up all the composzte diagrams. The function E(r)  1s not glven in 
a closed form, like N(r),  and IS In general apprommated The HNC10 approxlmation ncglects 
E(r) completely The HNC14 approx~matlon Includes the elementary lagrams of the slmplest 
structure, namely the four-polnt elementary dlagram E4(r) Hlgher-order approximations 
~nclude the five-point elementary structures (HNC/5), and so on I t  1s known that the series 
HNC/O, HNC/4, . , co~lverges very slowly to the exact result. I t  is also known that the 
varlous elementary structures E4(r), E5(r), . . ., roughly scale wlth each other Based on this 
property, the scaling approxlmat~on 

0 0 2 0 4 0 6 0 8 0 0 0  2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  100 120 
rllo rllo 
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has been successfully used [7] in variational calculations on liquid 4He 
In thls paper we apply this approxlmation to calculate the pax function, the energy per 

particle and the magnetoroton spectrum for the Laughlin wave function given in eq. (1). For 
a glvcn filling factor l / m  we solve the HNC equations in HNC10 approumation Then we 

1 
/ 

/ - m=3 
- ' - - m=5 

m=l 

TABLE I - Energzes per partzcle zn anzts of e2/elo 

n~ HNC/O HNC14 HNC/s MHNC MC 
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Fig 3 - The ShfA collective exc~tat~on gap D(k)  In units of e2/clo obtalncd uslng the IIKC/O and 
HNC/s palr d~stribution funct~on g ( r )  for the Laughlln state v = 5 

compute the four-point elementary dlagram 

where h(r) = g(r)  - 1. From the correspondence [5] of (PI2 with the partition function of a 
charge neutral two-dimensional plasma, it follow4 that [8] HNC10 theory automatically satlfies 
the charge neutralzty and the perfect screenzng sum rules, but violates the cornpresszbzlzty sum 
rule. Therefore, we fix the scaling parameter a by imposlng the carrpresszbzizty sum rule [8] 

With the estimated E(r)  we solve again the HNC equatlon for a new g ( r )  and Re Iterate 
the process untll convergence is reached 

In all the cnses the palr function satisfies almost exactly the charge neutralzt,y and the perfect 
screenzng sulll rules as In the first treatrnerlt 

This approxinlation inlprovm significantly upon that used by Laughlin [5] in hls original 
calculations, riarrled Modified HNC (bllINC) [8] klHNC approximation assumes that, for 
any given filllng factor, E(r )  scales wlth respect to the corresponding function ~ ( ~ = * ) ( r )  
for filllng one, whlch is exactly known. In fnct the assumption that the shape of E(r)  does 
not change significantly wlth the filling factor is riot fully justified, as shown in fig 1 The 
results obtained for the energy per particle for m = 3,s are glven In table I Our scalmg 
approx~mation (HNC/s) IS compared wlth HNC/O, IINC/4 and wlth the MHNC results of ref 
[5]  and the bionte Carlo (PUIC) results of rvf [g] One can see that the HNC/s results are in 
much better agreement with the hlC ones than the other approximation schemes. 

The values found for the scaling coefficient cr, G 25 for filling 113 and 5 2 for filling 1/5 are 
quite large, conslstemtly with the fact that HNC/4 is a rather poor approxlrriatlon MIINC 
approxlmatlon gets worse for higher values of m 

In fig. 2 we plot the p a r  distribution functions obtnlned for v = 113 and v = 115 by 
using HNC10 and HNC/s techniques together with that glt7en In ref. [l01 which fits the hlonte 
Carlo data. The agreement between the IINC/s pair function and the hlC one is iniprcsslve 
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especially in the small-T reglme The r2 ,  r4 and rG coefficients of g(r)  a t  smaIl r compare very 
well with the MC results of ref. [l01 

We also investigated the collective excltations In the single-mode npproximatlon (ShIA), 
using the wave function [10], [l11 

where pk IS the projection of the density operator pk = C, exp[zk r e ]  onto the subspace of J 
the lont7st Landau level In fig 3 we plot the excltation energies D(k) obtal~ied wlth both 
HNC/s and HNC10 at  filling v = 1/3 One call see that the effect of the elementary diagrams 
15 quite sizeable for such a quantity, and HNC10 approximation gives a higher gap S~mllar 
results are found also at  filllng v = 115 

\Ye have presented a new scheme to solve the HNC equations for the Laughlin wa\e function 
m the FQHE. This 1s based on the assumption that the sum of all the ele~nentary diagrams 
scales wlth respect to the simplest four-po111t elementary di;tgram E4 Thls scheme provides 
better results than the largely used RlHNC approximation for the energy per particle, the palr 
distribution functlon and magnetoroton spectrum Our method can be easily generalized to 
multicomponent HNC or to FHNC and, therefore, can be applled to calculations wlth other 
variational wave functions, like for instance the hierarchical wave functions [12], [l31 or the 
composite fermion wave functlon [l41 Work 111 this d~rectio~i 1s In progress. 

The authors would llke to thank E. TOSATTI for very helpful ciiscmaons 
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